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APPLICABLE SERVICES

PURCHASE
We can purchase this product from
you. Contact us to receive individual
offer

Wood fiber Pallet 1200x800mm - light

SKU 18800

Wood fiber in Euro pallet format provided with a closed upper deck and 6
feet. A light weight pallet with 350kg load capacity. The pallet is known
as export pallet and low weight making it especially is used widely used
for air freight.

TECHNICAL DATA

Type Chipboard pallets

Outside dimension lenght 1200

Outside dimension width 800

Outside dimension height 120

Dynamic load 350

Material Wood

Status New

Product new

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Light wood fiber pallet 1200x800mm
Wood fiber pallet (F86) with dimensions 1200x800x120mm. The F86 is
nestable to save space and costs during transport and storage. The F86
variant has a weight of only 8 kilograms, the pallet has a load capacity of
350 kg at even distribution of the load carrying. This Allows the transport
of smaller to medium duty products. The design features a four-path
structure, so That the handling of pallets and fork lift trucks can
approach the pallet or four sides and elevators. Wood fiber Pallets are
known for Their lightweight-which is Accompanied by a relatief high
load-bearing capacity. The pallets are usefull Immediately ready for
export, they are often used for export How many followers in the own
weight of the pallets have to be as low as possible, for example, air cargo
On a pallet 60 pieces can F86 pallets are placed, the total dimensions are
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of the stack than 1200x800x2200mm. The pallet is provided with 6 legs
and has a closed top.

Link to visit this page:

https://rotom.co.uk/wood-fiber-pallet-1200x800mm-light-18800
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